Year 1 SPaG Treasure Hunt

Part 2 - 15 Questions

Answer: What a fantastic day to go cycling!
We are going to sleep.
When are we going?

Question: Add the suffix ‘ed’ to these words.
play_______ shout_______

Answer: played shouted

Question: Write the sentence that is correct.
He was laughing with his friends.
He were laughing with his friends.

Answer: He was laughing with his friends.
He were laughing with his friends.

Question: Write the words that should have a capital letter.
cat  wednesday  floor  kate

Answer: cat  wednesday  floor  kate

Question: Write down the words and their opposites. The first one has been done for you.
true  untie
kind  unhappy
tie  untrue
happy  unkind

Answer:
true  untie
kind  unhappy
tie  untrue
happy  unkind

Question: What is the singular of shoes?
two shoes  one _________
Answer: two shoes  one shoe

Question: Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
jumping  jumped
I ______________ on the bed.

Answer: I jumped on the bed.

Question: Write the correct word (spelling).
yoo
you
oou
yoow

Answer: yoo  you  oou  yoow

Question: Write the correct sentence.
noah and i swam in the pool.
Noah and I swam in the pool.
Noah and I swam in the pool?

Answer: noah and I swam in the pool.
   Noah and I swam in the pool.
   Noah and I swam in the pool?

Question: Underline all the words in this sentence that should have capital letters.
amy was looking forward to reading the book about london on tuesday.

Answer: Amy was looking forward to reading the book about London on Tuesday.

Question: Write the correct spelling.
their
thair
**Answer:** their
thair

**Question:** Write these sentences in order to make a short story and label them 1-4. The first one has been done for you.

Afterwards, she went outside and made a snowman.
Maria woke up one cold winter’s morning. 1
Then she had some tasty porridge for breakfast.
She got dressed in warm clothes.

**Answer:** Afterwards, she went outside and made a snowman. 4
Maria woke up one cold winter’s morning. 1
Then she had some tasty porridge for breakfast. 3
She got dressed in warm clothes. 2

**Question:** Write the opposite of these words by adding the prefix ‘un’. The first one has been done for you.

well unwell  dress ________  do ________

**Answer:** well unwell  dress undress  do undo

**Question:** Write this sentence underneath using capital letters and correct punctuation.

faye and james were sad to be leaving on friday

**Answer:** Faye and James were sad to be leaving on Friday.

**Question:** What is the singular of sheds?

one ____________ three sheds

**Answer:** one shed  three sheds

**Question:** Use a full stop (.), a question mark (?) or an exclamation mark (!) to correctly punctuate these sentences.

What a fantastic day to go cycling
We are going to sleep
When are we going
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Answers

play______ shout_______

He was laughing with his friends.  
He were laughing with his friends. 

cat  wednesday  floor  kate

true  untie  kind  unhappy  tie  untrue  happy  unkind

two shoes  one ___________
I __________ on the bed.

noah and i swam in the pool.
Noah and I swam in the pool.
Noah and I swam in the pool?

amy was looking forward to reading the book about London on Tuesday.

their
thair
Afterwards, she went outside and made a snowman.
Maria woke up one cold winter’s morning.
Then she had some tasty porridge for breakfast.
She got dressed in warm clothes.

well unwell dress _______ do _______

Faye and James was sad to be leaving on Friday

one _________________ three sheds

What a fantastic day to go cycling
We are going to sleep
When are we going